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vft Hose Carry Backpack
A backpack designed to help fire brigades carry hoses and other heavy loads such as motor 
pumps, water tanks and other elements needed to extinguish wildland fires. The ergonomic 
design, which is inspired by the mountain backpack load system, and padded harness make 
carrying heavy items comfortable. It features a size adjustment system to be adapted to different 
heights as well as a padded belt with reinforcement to help support the weight on the waist.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Structure Aluminium

Fabric belt Cordura 1000

Bag material Canvas

Strap material Nylon

Dimensions 64 x 37 x 21,5 cm.

Weight 3 kg. without bag 3,9 kg. with bag

Max. load 35 kg.
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1. Aluminium structure
Resistant and light at just 3 kg, it helps carry heavy items such as water pumps, tools, fuel tanks, etc.

SPECIFICATIONS

_Made of an aluminum alloy.
_Resistant. Bears loads up to 35 kg. 
_Immense breathability. A structure with holes on the back and neck. 
_Padded upper handle for easier carrying and vertical transport.
_Unpadded side handles for horizontal transport.

2. Carry Bag 
Made of PVC canvas with a front opening and overlap close, it enables progressive and comfortable hose loading and 
unloading. It can carry 4 hoses either single-folded, double-folded or in a skein secured with the 4 outer straps. Other 
types of loads such as clothes, helmets, etc. can be carried with the bag closed.  The bag can be removed to leave 
space for the structure and carry other elements such as motor pumps and water tanks.

Features high-visibility reflective sides.

3. Harness and belt
The design, which is inspired by the mountain backpack load system, makes carrying heavy items more 
comfortable.

SPECIFICATIONS

_Adjustable size to height system. 
_Padded and reinforced belt for easier load support on the waist.
_Padded harness with an adjustable system. 
_Customizable belt with a Molle load system.
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